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RESTRICTED AREAS
During the past year, flight violation of Military Restricted Areas by civilian and military pilots have been increasing at an alarming rate and ha$ become a matter of
great concern to the entire aviation community. Recently
two violations of the Savannah River Airspace Reservation re
sulted in pilots suffering stiff fines and loss of their
license. Actually, they got off light, they could have just
as easily wandered into a missile firing area and become
targets without ever knowing what hit them. The Military
Restricted Areas described on current aeronautical charts,
more than ever before, represent airspace which can be very
dangerous to the pilot who accidentally or intentionally
violates the published boundary and/or altitude limits of
the Restricted Areas.
In an effort to provide more unrestricted airspace for
the rapidly increasing needs of civil aviation, the Department of the Army in cooperation with the Federal Aviation
Agency is conducting a continuing review of the Army requirements for special use in airspace. As a result many
areas have been reduced in size and time of use, or released
altogether to the Federal Aviation Agency.
It follows that,
as reductions in Army controlled airspace are made, use of
the remaining areas will increase and aircraft which make
unauthorized penetrations of these areas will be subject to
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ever-creasing risks o£ being inadvertently fired upon and
destroyed.
Due to the reduction in size o£ the restricted areas,
the Army no longer has buffer zones around most restricted
areas and the boundaries of such areas do not ordinarily
follow terrain r ·e atures such as stre~s, SUBJECT: Unauthorized Aircraft Penetrations or Special Use Airspace
highways, railroads, and other recognizable landmarks. Many
gun and missile launching positions formerly located some
distance inside the boundaries o£ restricted areas are now
located at their very edge. Shells and missiles are regularly £ired to the authorized. altitude limit of most restricted
~eas.
Thus more than ever before, the restricted areas
~ ~scribed on current aeronautical charts represent airspace
Nhich can be ·very dangerous to the pilot who for any reason
violates the published boundaries and altitude limits o£
military restricted areas.
Faster, more lethal modern tactical weapons such as heatseeking and radar homing air defense missiles, ground to
ground missiles, and sophisticated tactical aircraft are
being integrated into day to day troop activities. , The concentrated troop training programs being conducted with these
weapons within restricted areas make these areas extremely
hazardous to aircraft which penetrate them without permission
from an appropriate Air Traffic Control Facility.
Flight violations o£ restricted areas, in addition being
dangerous to the passengers and crews o£ violating aircraft,
result in the loss o£ valuable troop .training time and a waste
or the taxpayers money. This is _especially so when costly
airborne device~ must be prematurely exploded to avoid
collision with violating aircraft.
.
The, Department o£ the Army is interested in providing
the widest possible dissemination o£ information concerning
Army Special Use Airspace. Local community leaders who are
interested in flying safety are urged to commu~icate with
the nearest Army facility for information regarding Restricted Areas which lie within the boundaries o£ the local flying areas o£ community airports.
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GASOLINE TAX REFUNDS
All users
o£ aviation gasoline are entitled to a refund
r
o£ two cents a gallon on all gasoline used during the 12
months £rom July 1, 1961, to June 30, 1962. It is not
necessary to file receipts but obviously one must be able
to support a claim with some record o£ where gasoline was
purchased, and in what quantity. All claims must be filed
between July 1st and September 3oth on Internal Revenue
Service Form 843. The National Pilots Association estimates
the average claim will run about $40.00.
The Kennedy Administration proposed a new tax levy providing 3 cents a gallon on fuel used in general aviation.
This was not adopted by the House and the present tax o£ 4
cents a gallon with a 2 cents refund will be continued £or - -.
at least another year.
TROUBLE ON TAKE-OFF AT NIGHT
ON FIRST 500 1
There is a very critical area to be considered on a night
take-o££ that has received little consideration in the past.
This is, specifically, the first 500 feet o£ altitude after
take-of£. During this particular period of the night £light,
the situation calls £or almost instrument capabilities o£
the pilot to make the transition £rom the runway to VFR
£light in darkness. There are _several £actors that contribute
to this problem, and we will try to make a helpful explanation that may perhaps add to a partial solution.
Several cases have been recorded where the pilot has
flown into the ground shortly after take-o££ without realizing what has happened. This condition is very seldom mentioned to the prospective night pilot, or possibly very
little emphasis is placed on this phase o£ night £lying.
One o£ the best corrections £or this situation would be first
to realize that it can happen and be prepared to meet the
problem by watching the instruments such as the altimeter,
airspeed, heading indicator, and rate o£ climb until enough
altitude is reached to enable the pilot to observe reference
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points on the ground for orientation.
It is possible that
a certain amount of vertigo could exist in some cases where
there are no reference points, especially after the runway
lights disappear. Remember, on a real dark night, it takes
about 400 or 500 feet of altitude before distant lights and
the horizon become visible for use as an altitude reference.
We feel that this is a point worth mentioning, and we
sincerely hope that it may preclude such a happening to
some unsuspecting night pilot in the future. - INDIANA AERO.
SEATA CONVENTION
The 1962 annual Southeastern Aviation Trades Association
convention at Jeykll Island, Ga., proved to be one of the
most successful to-date. The program was well attended with
· over 100 persons registered for the meeting. The business
meeting held on Thursday, July 26th, consisted of panel
discussions on airport leases and buildings, flight training
and aviation education, maintenance, air taxi, aircraft
leasing and aircraft sales. Appearing as panelist were:
0. L. Andrews, Manager, Greenville-Spartanburg Airport;
W. E. Congdon, Southern Airways, Atlanta, Ga.; Tom C. Ferguson, Manager, Piedmont Aviation, Inc., Norfolk, Va.; Al
Dovre, Sales Manager, Aircraft Sales & Service, Columbia;
Louis Hilbert, President, Appalachian Flying Service,
Johnson City, Tenn; C. I. Gamber, Red Aircraft, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.; Ken V. Brugh, Greensboro-High Point Air Service,
Greensboro, N.C.; S. Fletcher Thompson, Airmarine Leasing
Corp., Atlanta; Bob Hudgens, Montgomery Aviation Corp.,
Montgomery, Ala. Don Bibbero and Dave Teetor of the National
Aviation Trades Asso. gave a report on the NATA program which
proved to be most interesting. Mr. Wm. J. Schulte, Federal
Aviation Agency, Washington was guest speaker at the luncheon
on Thursday, and Capt. Harold F. Blackburn of Trans World
Airlines was banquet speaker. Aircraft Sales & Service,
Hawthorne Aviation and Pee Dee Aviation Service were represented. Tentative plans to hold the 1963 meeting at Pine
Hurst, N. C., were made by the Steering Committee.
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NEW HELICOPTER PILOTS
C. R. "Buck" Moss,
Owner of Palmetto Aviation
and manager of the Spartanburg Airport, and John E.
Henderson of Spartanburg,
recently received additional ratings as commercial
helicopter pilots. John
took his check ride in July
with Tommy Thompson and
Buck who soloed on July 20th .
passed his check ride on _
August 9th. Both got the
ratings in Conaire's Bell
47-G and are now completely
sold on the utility of rotar~

C. R. "Buck" Moss
wing aircraft.

FAA CHANGES
M. A. "Tommy" Thompson . who had been assigned to the
Columbia General Aviation District since April, 1961, has
been transferred to the FAA Washington Office, where he will
be assigned to the Safety Analysis Branch. Tommy made many
friends during his stay in South Carolina, and S. C. Aeronautics Commission joins them in wishing him the best of luck
on his new assignment.
Mr. Willis L. Jones formerly of the Jackson, Mississippi,
FAA office has been transferred to the Columbia office as
Tommy's replacement.
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Wli. Gouah~ of thetMarine Para., w o ra~e~ among ne top
twenty in the National Parachute Championship sponsored by
the Parachute Club of America, held in Olathe, Kansas, May
26-June 5th.
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FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY
INSTRUMENT PILOT EXAM-0-GRAM NO. 2
Use and Abuse of Radar
The following transmission {except for the ficticious names) was received
on 121. 5 me. by Approach Control in an area of high traffic activity:
"FAA RADAR, THIS IS SKYCRAFT 1234 AT 4500 ON A 065
HEADING. I CAN'T LOCATE MY POSITION. WILL THIS
HEADING TAKE ME TO BEDROCK?"

* ** * *** ** *** * **
Fortunately for the pilot, this contact with radar control terminated in a
safe landing, followed by suspension of his pilot's license after these
additional facts emerged:

n.

1. Radar had observed Skycraft 1234 approaching the airport
traffic area well before receiving his initial call. Approach
Control had made repeated attempts to establish radio contact
without success. The pilot turned his radio on only to request
a vector.
2. The pilot was directly over a metropolitan airport traffic area
when two-way communications were established with Approach
Control. Ceiling and visibility at the airport were 500 feet
broken and 1 mile. PffiEPS tops 12,000.
3. The pilot had filed no flight plan and did not hold an instrument
rating. Total instrument experience: 10 hours simulated.
4. The pilot had not checked the en route weather prior to departure.
Reasons? The route was familiar, and no weather service was
located on the airport of departure.
5. His destination was below VFR minimums at the time of his
request for a heading. He did not consider the situation an
emergency.
Apart from the pilot's lack of good judgment and indifference to air traffic
rules, the incident reflects a common misconception about the use of radar
services. The emergency service provided by radar is NOT intended as a
last resort for pilots who have run out of luck. Manual ATM-2A (Air
Traffic Control Procedures) details the various services of radar control.
Nowhere does the manual imply that radar is a convenience for careless
pilots who ignore the practice of careful flight planning.

i
Because radar service is available to both VFR and IFR traffic, an understanding of radar functions and procedures is important to all pilots,
whether instrument rated or not. The following functions are extracted
from ATM-2-A:
302.1

Maintaining surveillance of en route and terminal air
traffic to provide more complete position information.

302.2

Vectoring departing aircraft to provide separation and
radar navigation.

302.3

Vectoring en route aircraft to provide separation between
aircraft to enable maximum utilization of available airspace.

302.4

Vectoring arriving aircraft to provide separation and
radar navigation to aircraft transitioning to final approach.

302.5

Providing pilots with information on traffic observed by ,
radar.

302.6

Providing radar navigation to, or between, established
fixes.
·

302.7

Providing navigation to assist in transition between airway/
jet route structures and between en route and terminal
route structures.

302.8

Providing assistance to pilots of aircraft in distress.

302.9

Providing pilots with information on storm and precipitation areas observed on the radar scopes.

302.10

Conducting precision or surveillance appr'o aches.

302 . 11

Monitoring

instrume~t

approaches.

**** **** * ******
.The procedures and phraseology involved in performing the functions listed
above are given in detail in Manual ATM-2-A. Though this manual is
designed primarily for the traffic controller, the pilot --especially the
newly rated instrument pilot--will find the contents worth study. Familiarity
with the controller's routine procedures and terminology will reduce your
guesswork as to what to expect from Air ~raffic Control when you leave
the local airpo'rt for strange terminals. The manual is available ($2. 00
domestic; $2. 75 foreign, by check or money order) at the following address:
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington 25, D. C.
PAA AC U-3881
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NEW HANGAR BUILDING

Hangar & O££ice

Pictured at left is
the new hangar and o££ice
o£ Inland Airlines, Inc.,
at Myrtle Beach Airport,
Crescent Beach, S. C.
Inland Airlines operates
a helicopter and charter
£light service and moved
to the Crescent Beach
Airport when the military
closed the Myrtle Beach
Air Force Base to civilian
Traffic.
Construction was completed on the new hangar
in May. In addition to

Inland Airlines, the new building contains a lobby and o££ice
space £or Southern and Piedmont Airlines, which began operation into the Myrtle Beach Airport in May.

